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Introduction
A study of the U.S. data holdings pertinent to the formulation of U.S. potential claims
under the United Nations Convention of the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) (Mayer, et al.,
2002) identified several regions where new bathymetric surveys are needed. The report
recommended multibeam echosounder (MBES) data are needed to rigorously define (1)
the foot of the slope (FoS), a parameter used to define one of the stipulated formula lines
and (2) the 2500-m isobath, a parameter used to define a stipulated cutoff line. UNCLOS
requires that both the FoS and the 2500-m isobath, the first a precise geodetic feature and
second a somewhat vague geomorphic feature, must be used to define an extended claim.
The University of New Hampshire’s Center For Coastal and Ocean Mapping–Joint
Hydrographic Center has been directed by Congress, through funding to NOAA, to
conduct bathymetric mapping of the selected U.S. continental margins identified in the
Mayer et al. (2002) report. This is the sixth U.S. Law of the Sea mapping cruise, detailed
MBES surveys of the Florida Escarpment and the Sigsbee Escarpment in the Gulf of
Mexico (Fig.1).
NOAA contracted with C&C Technologies, Inc., Lafayette, LA to perform the
mapping survey using their 75.2 m R/V Northern Resolution (Fig. 2) with a hull-mounted
Kongsberg Simrad EM120 MBES as well as a GeoAcoustics GeoPulse 5430A 3.5-kHz
sub-bottom profiler.
The planned schedule for the cruise called for 1 leg of approximately 15 days of
operations.
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C&C Technologies, Inc. was responsible for systems calibrations, data collection and
processing, quality control and overall cruise operations. UNH was responsible for cruise
planning, cruise supervision and also processed bathymetry, acoustic-backscatter and 3.5kHz data.
The operations required a 20-hour, 500 km, transit from Mobile, AL to a deep-water
area ~275 km offshore western Florida at the base of the Florida Escarpment (red circle
in Fig. 1). A complete patch test was performed in this area and then the mapping
commenced with a dip line run up the margin in the northern portion of the area. Eight
days of continuous mapping the margin followed the patch test. The Florida Escarpment
survey mapped a total of 18,700 km2 with an average speed of 9 kts. A summary of the
survey is given in Appendix 1. After a 600 km transit to the west, mapping of the Sigsbee
Escarpment began. The Sigsbee Escarpment survey required 5 days to map a total of
13,600 km2 with an average speed of 9 kts. A summary of the survey is given in Table 1.
This report is divided into several sections to document the cruise, including the
MBES system used to collect the data, a daily log of events and the information of the
data files and maps of the data.
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Figure 1. Location of mapped areas of the Florida Escarpment and Sigsbee Escarpment in
the northern Gulf of Mexico. Red circle is area of patch test.

Figure 2. RV Northern Resolution used to map the
Florida and Sigsbee Escarpments.
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The Multibeam Echosounder and Associated Systems
A hull-mounted Kongsberg Simrad EM120 MBES system was used throughout the
survey. The EM120 is a 12-kHz, MBES system that transmits a 1˚ wide (fore-aft)
acoustic pulse and then generates 191-2˚ receive apertures (beams) over a 150˚ swath.
The system is both pitch and yaw stabilized to compensate for vehicle motion during
transmission. The Kongsberg Simrad EM120 Product Description should be consulted
for the full details of the MBES system. Two Yellowstone International YSI 600R
sound-velocity sensors are used to measure the sound speed at the MBES array for
accurate beam forming. Beam forming for the EM120 was in the in-between mode
thereby producing seafloor footprints of each receive beam that are equally spaced and
overlapping across the swath and provided for optimum acoustic backscatter. Active roll,
pitch and yaw beam steering utilizes nine sectors that are sequentially transmitted to
optimize swath width. Depth values determined from receive beams at near-normal
incidence were determined by center-of-gravity amplitude detection but, for most of the
beams, the depth is determined by interferometric phase detection. Individual sounding
are spaced approximately every 50 m, regardless of survey speed.
The manufacturer states that, at the 15-ms pulse length used during this survey (deep
mode), the system is capable of depth accuracies of 0.3 to 0.5% of water depth. A TSS
DMS-05 inertial motion unit (IMU) was interfaced to a C&C Technologies C-Nav
2050M globally corrected GcGPS utilizing Real Time Gypsy (RTG) technology. The
IMU provided roll, pitch and yaw at accuracies of better than 0.1˚ at 1 Hz and the GcGPS
navigation provided position accuracies of ±0.1 m.

All horizontal positions were

georeferenced to the WGS84 ellipsoid and depths were referenced to instantaneous sea
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level.

The MBES system can incorporate transmit beam steering up to ±10˚ from

vertical, roll compensation up to ±10˚ and can perform yaw corrections as well.
The Simrad EM120 also simultaneously collects full time-series acoustic backscatter
co-registered with the bathymetry.

The full time-series backscatter is a time series of

backscatter values across each beam footprint on the seafloor. If the received amplitudes
are properly calibrated to the outgoing signal strength, receiver gains, spherical
spreading, and attenuation, then the corrected backscatter should provide clues as to the
composition of the surficial seafloor.
Water-column sound-speed profiles were calculated by using Sippican T-5
expendable bathythermographs (XBTs) calibrated against a SeaBird model SBE-19 CTD
to measure temperature to 1800 m maximum depth as required by refraction effects
caused by deeper water layers.
In addition to the MBES, continuous high-resolution 3.5-kHz seismic-reflection
profiles were collected along all tracks. A GeoAcoustics GeoPulse 5430A 3.5-kHz subbottom profiler collected digital high-resolution seismic images of the upper ~50 m of the
sediment column. The system has a beam width of 55˚ at 3.5 kHz and power output of
10 kW.
All raw MBES files were initially labeled with a unique C&C file designator but were
changed to gom07_Line_X, where X is a consecutive line number starting with 1 and
was incremented at the change of Julian Day (0000Z) and at the end of each survey line
(Table 1). Seismic lines were similarly named for ease of correlation with the MBES
data. Turns were not recorded with either the MBES system or the 3.5-kHz profiler.
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The Areas
The Gulf of Mexico has a complex and incomplete geological history because of the
extensive tectonic and sedimentation overprints. The Gulf of Mexico basin is thought to
have developed in the Late Triassic-Early Jurassic by rifting associated with the breakup
of Pangea (Salvador, 1991; Buffler and Sawyer, 1985). Synrift sediments are thought to
be non-marine red beds. Middle Jurassic was a period of crustal attenuation that formed
both thin and thick transitional crust. However, the major tectonic event during this
period was the initiation of rotation of the Yucatan block out of the northern Gulf of
Mexico along NW-SE-trending transtensional zones.
A thick sequence of evaporites (Louann Salt Formation) began forming in the
northern part of the basin in the late Middle Jurassic and continued to the Late Jurassic
when terrigenous clastics began to flood into the basin from the west and north signaling
the initial stage of the Laramide Orogeny. The eastern and southern parts of the basin
(Florida and Yucatan Platforms, respectively) were sites for thick shallow-water
carbonate deposition. Although the clastic sedimentation died out with the final stages of
the Laramide Orogeny in the mid Eocene, the carbonate sedimentation on the eastern and
southern margins continued
By Late Jurassic, oceanic crust began to form in the basin as the Yucatan block
continued it counterclockwise rotation away from the Florida block (Sawyer et al., 1991).
Seafloor spreading in the basin had ceased by the Early Cretaceous and basin subsidence
began, ultimately providing accommodation for more than 15 km of sediment thickness.
The Cenozoic history of the Gulf of Mexico is dominated by terrigenous clastic
sedimentation. Although the sedimentation from the Laramide Orogeny died out as
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erosion reduced the highlands to the north, clastic sedimentation continued as a
basinward progradation that buried the Jurassic evaporites and ultimately initiated
diapiric intrusions and extrusions. Carbonate sedimentation continued throughout the
Cenozoic on the Florida and Yucatan platforms (Salvador, 1991).
The Plio-Quaternary is marked by the influence of eustatic sea-level fluctuations that
caused

thick

glacial-age

sedimentation

alternating

with

thin

interglacial-age

sedimentation. The Mississippi Fan developed during this period and today blankets an
area in excess of 300,000 km2 with a volume of about 290,000 km3 (Coleman et al.,
1991).
Florida Escarpment
The section of the Florida Escarpment mapped during this cruise (Fig. 3) was defined in
Mayer et al. (2002) as one of two areas in the Gulf of Mexico where a potential U.S.
claim beyond the U.S. EEZ could be made under UNCLOS Article 76. Although the
Mayer et al. (2002) study states that the 2500-m isobath + 100 nmi will not be a useful
cut-off line for a potential claim in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico, the foot of the slope is
required for sediment-thickness calculations. Therefore, the entire area between the
~1000 and ~3500-m isobaths was mapped as a contingency so that if any evidence to the
contrary might be utilized in a submission, the data would be in hand.
The mapped section of the Florida Escarpment (Fig. 3) is bounded on the east by
Mesozoic and Cenozoic carbonates of the Florida platform (Salvador, 1991) (Fig. 4) and
on the west by the Quaternary sands and muds of the Mississippi Fan. The escarpment
proper has been suggested by Salvador (1991) to be the result of transform-fault zone that
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Figure 3. GEBCO (2003) bathymetry of the Florida
Escarpment. Black polygon is survey area.
marks the eastern edge of a transtensional zone that formed as the Yucatan crustal block
rotated away from the Florida crustal block. Gose and Sanchez-Barreda (1981), Buffler
and Sawyer (1987) and Dunbar and Sawyer (1987), among others, contend the rotation
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Figure 4. Paleogeography of the Gulf of Mexico region during the
Late Cretaceous (brick pattern is shallow-water carbonate
platform (after Salvador, 1991).
occurred in the early Mesozoic. Although a large influx of terrigenous clastic sediments
flooded the region from the north and northwest as the Laramide Orogeny (Late
Cretaceous to mid Eocene), the Florida Platform continued to be the site of carbonate and
evaporite deposition throughout the Cenozoic. The persistence of the Florida Escarpment
with its steep (>45˚) walls attests to the strength and duration of the geostrophic Loop
Current as it transits its anticyclonic patch along the escarpment (Bryant, et al., 1991).
Sigsbee Escarpment
The Sigsbee Escarpment forms the abrupt southern boundary of the Texas-Louisiana
continental slope in the northern Gulf of Mexico (Fig. 5). The smooth, gently seawarddipping surface of the slope is perched in places more than 1000 m above the flat Sigsbee
Abyssal Plain to the south. The lower continental slope is underlain by a thick Middle to
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Late Jurassic evaporite deposit that has formed salt ridges, overthrust tongues, steepsided massifs and extensive diapirs as it was buried by the rapidly deposited terrigenous
clastic sediments during the Late Cretaceous to mid Eocene (Salvador, 1991). The
physiography of the escarpment is lobate in plan with slopes that exceed 10˚.
The junction of the base of the escarpment with the Sigsbee Abyssal Plain is abrupt
and the proximal abyssal plain has been eroded into abyssal furrows that parallel the
escarpment (Bryant et al, 2000; Lee and George, 2004), suggesting vigorous geostrophic
flow (Nibbelink, 1999; Bryant et al, 2000). A submarine channel that leads to Bryant
Canyon (Fig. 5) from the mainland has been traced to a former course of the Mississippi
River (Lee, et al., 1996)) and Bryant Submarine Fan attests to the volume of sediment
that was transported through the system.

Keathley Cyn

Cortez Cyn
Bryant Cyn

Bryant Fan

Bryant Cyn

Figure 5. GEBCO (2003) bathymetry of the Sigsbee Escarpment.
Black polygon is area mapped. White arrows point to
prominent canyons (cyn).
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The section of the Sigsbee Escarpment mapped during the present surveying has been
termed the Sigsbee Bulge (Buffler, 1983), representing the southward bow of the
escarpment interrupted by the large reentrants of Keathley Canyon on the west, Bryant
Canyon in the middle and Cortez Canyon on the east.
Data Processing
Bathymetry
The MBES data were acquired through Kongsberg Simrad Neptune software. The
acquisition software adjusted each sounding for (1) transducer draft, (2) static roll, pitch
and gyro misalignments, (3) roll at reception, (4) refracted ray path and (5) beam steering
at the transducer interface. Post-logging transformations included (1) transformation of
navigation from antenna to transducer, (2) correction for positioning to sonar time shifts
and (3) any unaccounted-for static attitude misalignments.
Backscatter
The Kongsberg EM120 MBES provides a backscatter-intensity time series for the
bottom ensonification period for each of the 191 individual beams. The corrections
applied by the shipboard recording system are listed in Table 1.
A set of required backscatter data transformations is performed by specialized
software written by the Ocean Mapping Group at the University of New Brunswick. The
transformations include conversion of each beam backscatter time series to a horizontal
range equivalent, splicing the 191 beam traces together to produce one full slant-range
corrected trace and removal of residual beam-pattern effects.
The processing approach to backscatter was to stack several thousand pings to view
the angular variation of received backscatter intensity as a function of beam angle.
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Inherent in this function is both transmit and receive sensitivities, as well as the mean
angular response of the seafloor. We then invert this function to minimize the beam
pattern and angular variations.
Table 1. Corrections applied to each beam for backscatter.
• source power adjustments.
• spherical spreading compensation.
• attenuation compensation (using operator entered 30 dB per km.).
• TVG adjustments.
• designed beam-pattern compensation.
• calculation of insonified area (assuming a flat seafloor at the nadir depth).
• application of a Lambertian model
using flat seafloor equivalent grazing angles) to reduce the dynamic
range of the data (stored at 8 bit (0= -128dB, 255 = 0 dB.).
Kongsberg uses a variable gain within 15° of vertical to reduce logged dynamic range
at nadir and near-nadir.

The backscatter data at this stage have had a Lambertian

response removed and the beam pattern has been corrected with respect to the vertical
and all receive beams have been roll stabilized. Consequently, corrections have been
made for variations in the beam-forming amplifiers but not variations in the stave
sensitivities of the physical array. Additional transformations were required to produce
calibrated backscatter measurements. These include (1) removal of Lambertian model,
(2) true seafloor slope correction, (3) refracted ray-path correction, (4) residual beampattern correction, and (5) aspherical-spreading corrections.
Data Processing of Each Line
Shipboard data processing (Fig. 6) consisted of (1) the editing the 1-Hz navigation
fixes to flag bad fixes; (2) examining each ping of each beam to flag outlier beams, bad
data, etc.; (3) merging the depth and backscatter data with the cleaned navigation; (4)
performing additional refraction corrections, if necessary, for correct beam raytracing; (5)
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separating out the amplitude measurements for conversion to backscatter; (6) gridding
depth and backscatter into a geographic projection at the highest resolution possible with
water depth; (7) regridding individual subareas of bathymetry and backscatter into final
georeferenced map sheets; (8) gridding and contouring the bathymetry; and (9)
generation of the final maps. Nearly finalized maps were completed in the field during
the transit to port and the final maps that accompany this report were completed one
week after the end of the cruise.
Refraction Issues
The single biggest limitation on the quality of sounding data is water-column
refraction. Refraction-related anomalies grow non-linearly with beam angle and the
resulting artifacts can create short-wavelength topographic features that may be
misinterpreted as seabed geology.
There was some fear prior to the cruise that suspected strong water stratification
would present a problem for the beam steering and ray tracing of individual beams.
Although a strong thermocline was measured, repeated XSV and XBT casts allowed
corrections for refraction effects and refraction turned out not to be an issue.

A

representative water-velocity profile is shown in Figure 7.
Despite the careful measurements of transducer alignments and offsets, the true
geometry of the installed system can only be determined through the determination of the
self-consistency of seafloor measurements. To facilitate such a determination, a series of
“patch tests” were conducted at the base of the Florida Escarpment whereby the system
was run back and forth across the seafloor to determine if there were residual roll, pitch,
heading, or timing offsets that required correction factors.
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Figure 6. Data-processing steps used on the Kongsberg EM120 data.
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Figure 7. Comparison of sound speed calculated from XSV (red) and
XBT (green) to CTD (blue).

Patch Test
A full patch test procedure was started prior to data collection at the foot of the
Florida Escarpment to identify and compensate for any sensor lever-arm misalignments
and latency. The static adjustments were estimated from the patch test are listed in Table
2.
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Table 2. Adjustments to shipboard alignments used for the Gulf of Mexico survey
• time delay (0 ms)
• heading (gyro) misalignment (+0.93˚).
• roll misalignment (-0.50˚).
• pitch misalignment (0.85˚).
• Roll offset was entered into the TSS DMS-05.
• Heading misalignment was entered into the Simrad OPU.

The Maps
Each of the mapped areas in the Gulf of Mexico was subdivided into 34 subarea
mapsheets to allow for more efficient isolation of problems. After the processing stage
was completed, the 34 mapsheets were combined into overview maps of bathymetry and
acoustic backscatter (Fig. 8). Each overview map was gridded with a 100-m cell size
because our 10 to 12 kts mapping speed allowed at least 3 soundings to fall within in
each footprint regardless of water depth. The maps in Appendix 3 of this report are of the
overview areas.

Figure 8. Index of subarea map sheets for Florida
Escarpment (left panel) and Sigsbee Escarpment
(right panel).
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Daily Log
June 21, 2007 (JD172)
The ship departed the berth at Atlantic Marine Shipyard, Mobile, AL at 1500L
(2000Z) and steamed to a point about 180 km south to water depths of ~2000 m. The
ship had just completed a mid-life refit that included newly designed prop blades that
required a series of speed and noise trials. The multibeam mapping did not begin until
the successful completion of the trials.
June 22, 2007 (JD173)
The transit to the Florida Escarpment continued throughout the day until 2030L
(273/0130Z). The speed vs. noise tests were completed and show that any speed between
11.5 and 10 knts produces about 55 dB of noise. An XBT and an XSV were calibrated
against a CTD cast in 3237 m water depth at 27.4083N/85.5508W by comparing the three
derived sound speed profiles. The CTD was used as the standard. The tests show that
the XBT provides an accurate measure of the sound speed (Fig. 7).
June 23, 2007 (JD174)
The patch test was completed at 1100L and a 3 hr transit was made to begin the dip
line that runs up the margin. Conditions were ideal for mapping. The dip line (Line 1)
was started at 1515L and ran up the Florida Escarpment from deep to shallow water
depths at 10 knts. The lower base of slope of the Florida Escarpment is so steep that the
MBES could not maintain bottom track on Line 1. The water depth changed from ~1975
to 1600 m between two pings (~20 s). Line 1 was started on day JD174 and completed
on day JD175. All other lines were ended at the end of a Julian day and a new line was
begun.
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June 24, 2007 (JD175)
Routine mapping under ideal conditions. It was discovered that the positions in the
GeoPulse SEG-Y headers were wrong. The problem was that only the UTM eastings and
northings string was being input to the GeoPulse. The navigation input was changed and
the correct navigation was reprocessed into the SEG-Y files.
June 25, 2007 (JD176)
Routine mapping under ideal conditions. Line 6 was broken off to fill in holidays at
the 2500-m isobath caused by the extremely steep slope (>60˚) of the Florida Escarpment
(Fig. 9). Two short lines (Lines 7 and 8) filled in the holidays. Line 8 resumed the
southward line at the point of break of Line 6. Line 9 was broken off, also because of
holidays at the 2500-m isobath. Lines 10, 11 and 12 filled in the area of the 2500-m
isobath.

Figure 9. Oblique view of portion of Florida Escarpment with >60˚ slopes. White
contour is 2500-m isobath. Vertical exaggeration 6x, looking NE.
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June 26, 2007 (JD177)
Routine mapping under ideal conditions. The Florida Escarpment proved to be much
more irregular in plan view. The result of this morphology is that several areas of the
escarpment, unfortunately many of which contain the 2500-m isobath, were not imaged
by the MBES because of the steep slopes. Filling in these holidays will require at least
one long N-S line with the track standing off the escarpment about 5 km. It was decided
to run this fill-in line after the escarpment front was completed defined.
Distal fingers of a depositional lobe of the lower Mississippi Fan were mapped and
show particularly well on the backscatter image (Fig. 10).

Figure 10. Shaded relief bathymetry (left panel) and acoustic backscatter (right panel) of
distal lower Mississippi Fan depositional lobe in vicinity of the Florida Escarpment.
June 27, 2007 (JD178)
Routine mapping under ideal conditions. Starting with Line 19, a series of fill-in
lines were run along the steep escarpment. Several sections containing the 2500-m
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isobath had been unmapped because of the geometry of the escarpment relative to the
beam angles.
A cross-line analysis was run on the dip line (Line 1) versus Line 35, a line that
crosses the dip line on the basin floor. The analysis shows the difference in soundings
between the dip line and Line 35 to be within ±0.1% (2σ) of each other (Fig. 11).

Figure 11. Cross-line analysis of Line 1 (dip line) versus Line 35 run in water
depths of 3243 m. Means difference of soundings ±0.1% of water depth.
Yellow samples are within 2σ of mean difference, red samples are
outside 2σ of mean.
June 28, 2007 (JD179)
Routine mapping under ideal conditions. Spent the day filling in holidays along
the steep escarpment to capture the 2500-m isobath.
June 29, 2007 (JD180)
Routine mapping under ideal conditions. The morning was spent filling in
holidays along the steep escarpment to capture the 2500-m isobath. The fill-ins
were completed at 1115L and we transited west to return to the long N-S deepwater lines.
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June 30, 2007 (JD181)
Routine mapping under ideal conditions. We began to see an odd refraction
effect; the port outer beams appeared to be refracted upward whereas the starboard
outer beams appear to be refracted down (Fig. 12). An XBT and an XSV were
launched but both created even worse refraction. The consequence of this is that the

Figure 12. Top panel is 60 pings showing refraction. Middle
panel shows applied sound-speed corrections to generate a
corrected set of the 60 pings shown in bottom panel. The
pronounced downward refraction (arrow) could not be
corrected.
flat abyssal plain has a ~25 m offset between adjacent lines. This phenomenon seems to
only occur when we are west of the large reentrant to the Florida Escarpment centered at
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26.65˚N. One speculation is that we are sailing through a large eddy spun off of the Loop
Current, as discussed by Hurlburt and Thompson (1980), Paluszkiewicz et al. (1983) and
Vukovich (1995) among others. It is odd that the refraction, if it is refraction, reflects
slower sound speeds on the west side and faster sound speeds on the east side.
July 1, 2007 (JD182)
Completed the Florida Escarpment mapping at 0645L and immediately commenced a
WSW transit across the Mississippi Fan to the Sigsbee Escarpment. Line 38 showed the
opposite effect observed on Line 37; the port side being refracted up and the starboard
side refracted down on Line 38. This suggests the effect is not in the EM120 but is a
water-column issue. The apparent refraction effect went away after we had transited ~40
km WSW from the Florida Escarpment area.
July 2, 2007 (JD183)
Continued to transit to the Sigsbee Escarpment area. A BIST (built-in self test) test
was run on the EM120 in the morning just to check that all was performing to
specifications, and all was OK.
We arrived at the dip line for Sigsbee Escarpment at 1130 L and took an XBT to start
the line. So far, refraction on the transit line was not a problem. The dip line was
completed at 1445L and we commenced to map the Sigsbee Escarpment. Conditions
continued to be ideal for mapping.
Along line 45 on the eastern margin of Sigsbee Escarpment, the 2500-m isobath takes
a NNW turn. Unfortunately, a 9.2 km (5-nmi) exclusion zone around the huge Jack 2
semi-submersible oil rig (Fig. 13) was located directly over the turn in the 2500-m
isobath; consequently, we were not allowed to map the 2500-m isobath in this small area.
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Figure 13. Jack 2 deep-water drilling rig in eastern
Sigsbee Escarpment area.
July 3, 2007 (JD184)
Routine mapping in ideal conditions.
July 4, 2007 (JD185)
Routine mapping in ideal conditions. A cross-check analysis comparing the dipline
(line 44) with line 51 shows the soundings have a mean difference of 0.3% ±2σ of water
depth in 2734 m depths (Fig. 14), well within specifications. Surprisingly, refraction has
yet to be a problem. However, the outer beams began to “flap” noticeably in the deep
water of the basin (>3000 m). The cause of the flapping was not determined.

Figure 14. Cross-check analysis of dipline 44 with line 51.
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July 5, 2007 (JD186)
Routine mapping in ideal conditions. The MBES began to lose some of the outer
beams around 60˚ from nadir, the area of the first multiple. The pulse length was
increased to 25 ms (very deep mode) but that resulted in a narrower swath than when
using the 15-ms pulse length of the deep mode. In addition, the outer beams continued to
flap. However, neither of these conditions are severe enough to degrade the data so the
mapping continued.
July 6, 2007 (JD187)
Routine mapping in ideal conditions. The MBES continued to show the behavior
described on July 5, but the data were still high quality and the mapping continued. The
last line was completed at 1600L, completing the mapping of Sigsbee Escarpment. A
transit line to Mobile, AL was immediately begun.
July 7, 2007 (JD188)
Continued the transit to Mobile, AL. Word was received that a dock would not be
available in Mobile until ~1530L on July 8 so a small survey was conducted to test the
MBES in shallow water. Lines transit61 through transit66 comprise the small survey.
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Table 1. Conversion table of C&C MBES file names to UNH file names
by Julian Day
JD

Data
Folder

C&C file name
_em120

UNH file name
_raw.all

----------

-----------------------

FLORIDA
ESCARPMENT

---------------------------------------

174

070623

1.0

gom07_line_1 (dipline)

175
175
175

070624
070624
070624

2.0
3.0
4.0

gom07_line_2
gom07_line_3
gom07_line_4

176
176
176
176
176
176
176
176

070625
070625
070625
070625
070625
070625
070625
070625

5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0

gom07_line_5
gom07_line_6
gom07_line_7
gom07_line_8
gom07_line_9
gom07_line_10
gom07_line_11
gom07_line_12

177
177
177

070626
070626
070626

13.0
14.0
15.0

gom07_line_13
gom07_line_14
gom07_line_15

178
178

070627
070627

16.0
17.0

gom07_line_16
gom07_line_17

179
179
179
179
179
179
179
179

070628
070628
070628
070628
070628
070628
070628
070628

18.0
19.0
20.0
21.0
22.0
23.0
24.0
25.0

gom07_line_18
gom07_line_19
gom07_line_20
gom07_line_21
gom07_line_22
gom07_line_23
gom07_line_24
gom07_line_25

180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180

070629
070629
070629
070629
070629
070629
070629
070629
070629

26.0
27.0
28.0
29.0
30.0
31.0
32.0
33.0
34.0

gom07_line_26
gom07_line_27
gom07_line_28
gom07_line_29
gom07_line_30
gom07_line_31
gom07_line_32
gom07_line_33
gom07_line_34

181

070630

35.0

gom07_line_35
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Table 1 continued
181
181
181

070630
070630
070630

36.0
36.0
37.0

gom07_line_35
gom07_line_36
gom07_line_37

182

070701

38.0

gom07_line_38

-------

----------

END OF FLORIDA
ESCARPMENT

----------------------------

182
182

070701
070701

39.0
40.0

gom07_line_39 (transit)
gom07_line_40 (transit)

183
183
183

070702
070702
070702

41.0
42.0
43.0

gom07_line_41 (transit)
gom07_line_42 (transit)
gom07_line_43 (transit)

-------

----------

183
183
183

070702
070702
070702

44.0
45.0
46.0

gom07_line_44 (dipline)
gom07_line_45
gom07_line_46

184
184
184
184

070703
070703
070703
070703

47.0
48.0
49.0
50.0

gom07_line_47
gom07_line_48
gom07_line_49
gom07_line_50

185
185

070704
070704

51.0
52.0

gom07_line_51
gom07_line_52

186
186
186

070705
070705
070705

53.0
54.0
55.0

gom07_line_53
gom07_line_54
gom07_line_55

187
187
187

070706
070706
070706

56.0
57.0
58.0

gom07_line_56
gom07_line_57
gom07_line_58

-------

----------

START SIGSBEE
ESCARPMENT

END SIGSBEE
ESCARPMENT

----------------------------

----------------------------

TRANSIT TO
MOBILE
187
187

070706
070706

59.0

gom07_line_transit59

187
187
187
187

070707
070707
070707
070707

60.0
61.0
62.0
63.0

gom07_line_transit60
gom07_line_transit61
gom07_line_transit62
gom07_line_transit63
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Table 1 continued
187
187
187

070707
070707
070707

64.0
65.0
66.0

gom07_line_transit64
gom07_line_transit65
gom07_line_transit66

SYSTEM OFF
Table 2. Table of UNH line numbers and GeoPulse 3.5-kHz
seismic file names by Julian Day and year-month-day.
JD

Date

UNH Line no.

Geopulse File no.

-------

----------

FLORIDA ESCARPMENT ----------------------------

174

070623

gom07_line_1 (dipline)

1.sgy

175
175
175
175
175
175
175
175

070624
070624
070624
070624
070624
070624
070624
070624

gom07_line_2
gom07_line_3
gom07_line_3
gom07_line_3
gom07_line_3
gom07_line_3
gom07_line_3
gom07_line_4

2.sgy
3.sgy
3a.sgy
3b.sgy
3c.sgy
3d.sgy
3e.sgy
4.sgy

176
176
176
176
176
176
176
176

070625
070625
070625
070625
070625
070625
070625
070625

gom07_line_5
gom07_line_6
gom07_line_7
gom07_line_8
gom07_line_9
gom07_line_10
gom07_line_11
gom07_line_12

5.sgy (070624 also)
5.sgy
7.sgy
8.sgy
9.sgy
10.sgy
11.sgy
12.sgy

177
177
177

070626
070626
070626

gom07_line_13
gom07_line_14
gom07_line_15

13.sgy
14.sgy
15.sgy

178
178

070627
070627

gom07_line_16
gom07_line_17

16.sgy
17.sgy

179
179
179
179
179
179
179
179

070628
070628
070628
070628
070628
070628
070628
070628

gom07_line_18
gom07_line_19
gom07_line_20
gom07_line_21
gom07_line_22
gom07_line_23
gom07_line_24
gom07_line_25

18.sgy
19.sgy
20.sgy
21.sgy
22.sgy
23.sgy
24.sgy
25.sgy

180
180

070629
070629

gom07_line_26
gom07_line_27

26.sgy
27.sgy
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Table 2 continued
180
180
180
180
180
180
180

070629
070629
070629
070629
070629
070629
070629

gom07_line_28
gom07_line_29
gom07_line_30
gom07_line_31
gom07_line_32
gom07_line_33
gom07_line_34

28.sgy
29.sgy
30.sgy
31.sgy
32.sgy
33.sgy
32.sg4

181
181
181

070630
070630
070630

gom07_line_35
gom07_line_36
gom07_line_37

35.sgy
36.sgy
37.sgy

182

070701

gom07_line_38

38.sgy

-------

----------

182
182

070701
070701

gom07_line_39
gom07_line_40

39.sgy (transit)
40.sgy (transit)

183
183
183

070702
070701
070701

gom07_line_41
gom07_line_42
gom07_line_43

41.sgy (transit)
42.sgy (transit)
43.sgy (transit)

START SIGSBEE
ESCARPMENT

---------------------------

---------- -----------

END OF FLORIDA ---------------------------ESCARPMENT

183
183
183

070702
070702
070702

gom07_line_44
gom07_line_45
gom07_line_46

44.sgy (dipline)
45.sgy
46.sgy

184
184
184
184

070703
070703
070703
070703

gom07_line_47
gom07_line_48
gom07_line_49
gom07_line_50

47.sgy
48.sgy
49.sgy
50.sgy

185
185

070704
070704

gom07_line_51
gom07_line_52

51.sgy
51a.sgy

185

070704

gom07_line_52

52.sgy

186
186
186

070705
070705
070705

gom07_line_53
gom07_line_54
gom07_line_55

53.sgy
54.sgy
55.sgu

187
187
187

070706
070706
070706

gom07_line_56
gom07_line_57
gom07_line_58

56.sgy
57.sgy
58.sgy

-------

----------

END SIGSBEE ---------------------------ESCARPMENT
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Table 2 continued
TRANSIT TO
MOBILE
187

070706

gom07_line_transit59

59.sgy

188
188
188
188
188
188

070707
070707
070707
070707
070707
070707

gom07_line_transit60
gom07_line_transit61
gom07_line_transit62
gom07_line_transit63
gom07_line_transit64
gom07_line_transit65

60.sgy
61.sgy
62.sgy
63.sgy
64.sgy
65.sgy

SYSTEM OFF
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Table 3. Sensor locations
Sensor

Forward (X) Starboard (Y)

Downward (Z)

IMU, Port 1

5.03

-4.29

-14.5

IMU, Port 3

0.00

0.00

0.00

IMU, Port 4

0

8

0

IMU, Ethernet

0.00

0.00

0.00

Tx Transducer

12.41

3.15

5.59

Rx

7.41

4.78

5.65

-0.16

0.01

1.91

Transducer
Motion Sensor
Waterline
offset
Draft

-0.45
5.97

Table 4. Static offset angles
Roll (degrees)

Pitch (degrees)

Heading (degrees)

Rx Transducer

-0.50

0.85

0.93

Rx Transducer

-0.50

0.85

0.93

Table 5. Motion sensor
Roll (degrees)

Pitch (degrees)

Heading (degrees)

Offset Angles

-1.66

0.64

0.48

Delay (ms)

0

Roll Scaling

1.000
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Appendix 1. Cruise Statistics (excluding transits) of data collection
Leg
Florida Escarpment
Sigsbee Escarpment
Transits
Total

dates
June 23 to June 30
July 2 to July 6
5 days
13 days

Appendix 2. Cruise Calendar
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Line miles (nmi)
1531
844
2357

Appendix 3. Cruise Personnel
Name

Position

Capt. Thor J. Holter
Dr. James V. Gardner, UNH
Mr. Zac Rivers, C&C
Mr. Pablo Mejia, C&C
Mr. Sam Alleman, C&C
Mr. Zach Ware, C&C
Mr. Russell Timm, C&C
Mr. Jason Settles, C&C
Mr. Brad Diagle, C&C
Ms. Jennifer D. Reed, C&C
Mr. Yasutaka Katagiri, UNH
Mr. Muhammad Yazid, UNH
Mr. Thanh Nguyen, UNH

Ship’s Master
UNH/NOAA Representative
Party Chief
Multibeam Engineer
Electronics Engineer
Computer Engineer
Watchstander
Watchstander
Watchstander
Watchstander
Student
Student
Student

Appendix 4. XBT and XSV locations – Florida Escarpment
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Appendix 4 continued. XBT and XSV locations – Sigsbee Escarpment
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Appendix 5. Color shaded-relief bathymetry and acoustic backscatter maps of Florida
and Sigsbee Escarpments
Color shaded relief map of Florida Escarpment.

Acoustic backscatter map of Florida Escarpment.
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Color shaded relief map of Sigsbee Escarpment.

Acoustic backscatter map of Sigsbee Escarpment.
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